Glass Pool Fencing Sydney Company
Launched To Serve New South Wales
January 28, 2019
Rcently launched Glass Fence Pros in Chippendale, New South Wales, has announced that they are
now offering a to include a pool cover at no cost with every successful glass pool fencing Sydney job
completed this month. The business stated that quality fencing is vital in providing a safe and secure
pool area for families and especially for young children.
Jeannie Watson, a representative for the company says, “Our commitment to pool owners is the best
design and best quality and a nice new pool cover to go with your new balustrade, frameless or
standard glass finish. A new swimming pool is an exciting time for any family, however there are
safety issues that go hand in hand with owning a swimming pool of any kind. A strong and durable
fence like the ones installed by Glass Fence Pros completely encloses the pool area providing an
extra level of safety. ”
The company provides custom built frameless and semi frameless glass pool panels that will fit into
any design requirements customers specify. Watson states that they are now offering their custom
panels in Sydney as well as throughout other areas around New South Wales and including a brand
new pool cover with every completed installation. She states that they can work with homeowners to
determine the best design for aesthetic and safety purposes and says that all of their glass fencing
meets the standards set forth by government agencies for keeping swimming pools safe. Watson
says that all of their panels are made from toughened glass. This material passes the recent safety
standards set forth by the government and provides an aesthetically pleasing fence to surround pools
Governmental guidelines in Australia dictates that certain safety standards and safeguards be taken
around swimming pools, depending on when the pool was initially constructed. Australian Standard
AS11926-2012 mandates that pools in certain areas such as Western Australia, Tasmania, New
South Wales and other regions, have a fence that is no less than 1.2 meters in height. They also must
have less than 10 centimetres gap at the bottom in order to keep smaller children and animals from
being able to climb through into the pool area.
Watson states that the company’s team works hard to guarantee that homeowners across New South
Wales are completely happy with their fencing service when it is completed. She states that they only
deliver and install glass pool fences that meet their own internal standards as well as those enforced
by government regulations. Watson says that their pool fences do more than merely meet
government standards. She states that they are built explicitly with each homeowner’s personal
situation and budget in mind to create the very best design and aesthetic appeal for a property.
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